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---Editorial---

IWI Lifestyle Magazine is brought to
you by our Business member Lisa Slatter.
If you would like to send us any photos or
articles for future issues, or for any comments
or enquiries, please email

magazine@iwistanbul.org
Except where duly credited, photos are sourced
from our members and partners or from free
stock images.
For any enquiry iinfo@iwistanbul.org

Message from our
Chairwoman
Hi ladies

welcome back!

On behalf of the IWI, I would like to welcome
you all back from what was hopefully a lovely
summer break. Autumn is upon us; you can
smell the change of the season in the air. It’s a
little crispier when we wake up and its common
for us to reach for a sweater in the evening.
September is a great month. While we love
them, our kids go back to school so I find that
a lot of mum’s blossoms during the month of
September.
So, our goal at IWI will be to keep you all as
busy as you would like to be. Hopefully we will
be able to come together and swap our
summer stories…. .

Best Wishes
Julia.

WHY
WHY JOIN
JOIN
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN
WOMEN OF
OF
ISTANBUL?
ISTANBUL?
From Women, For Women
International Women of Istanbul (IWI) is a
non-profit social organisation, managed by
volunteers with a membership of
international women from more than 60
different countries of all different
generations and backgrounds. Our mission is
to provide a support network for
international women living in and around
Istanbul. For more than 40 years we have
been strengthening friendships across
borders - IWI brings together international
women making life in Istanbul that much
better.
Whether welcoming and assisting newcomers
in Istanbul or providing opportunities to
socialise, building their professional network
or giving back to the community, IWI has
always provided a way for international
women in Istanbul to exchange ideas, share
challenges and offer support for one
another.

For more information, visit www.iwistanbul.org or
contact us at membership@iwistanbul.org
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IWI coffee mornings & social get togethers stop for nothing,
including Summer!
For those of us who stayed in Istanbul, we enjoyed some lovely get
togethers both on, and offline...

My Grand Bazaar Walk
Wednesday 4th, AugustA Walk with Monica Fritz
Through the Grand Bazaar’s back
streets and onto it's spectacular rooftops.

www.alternativecitytours.com
I love all suqs, Bazaars, kasbahs... It
started in 1994 when I spent a year in
Yemen and much of that year was spent
in it's Medieval Suq. I really don't have
the words to describe the overpowering
beauty and atmosphere of the place and
my excitement for it. It felt like another
planet, a dream. The smells of spices and
incense, the colors and sounds were
intoxicating.
One year later I decided to move to
Istanbul a city close to that exotic
dream I had and yet an easier reality to
live in as a single woman.

The Grand Bazaar was much tamer than
the Bab al Yemen in Sanaa, but it held a
similar magic for me.
Again I got lost in the mazes. Wandering
around discovering it's backstreets,
climbing endless stairs to its rooftops,
going down alleyways, drinking tea with
all sorts of interesting characters,
hearing their stories and following shop
owners who enthusiastically showed me
their hidden stock rooms in connecting
Hans. I found hints of the Grand Bazaar
of 1461. The ancient Caravanserais
fascinated me, hanging on to the Bazaar
for centuries with their craft workshops
and stories of ancestors and apprentices
The rooftops were the best surprise of
all and eventually I made friends and
started
designing
a
walk
for
photographers like myself or anyone else
interested and my small business took off.
It’s been a success story, spread
completely by word of mouth.
I’ve been living here now for 25 years and it’s been almost 7 years
that I have been bringing expats, tourists and friends on these fun
itineraries both to the Bazaar and around the lesser known parts of
the city.
What did you think?
"I can't tell you how much I appreciated coming on the Bazaar walk.
Perhaps in a few days I may return to see the Grand Bazaar in light
of all the details and stories you shared. I feel there are so many
layers to it that I just didn't know." Shermeen Beg
"Thank you for the lovely walk
today! You are a fount of
interesting information. It was a
nice group of ladies also! I look
forward to exploring the city with
you on future walks." Jennifer
Lucas-Germeyan

Photo Walks with
Noémie Deveaux
My main goal for the walks is to help
participants to look at things rather than
just seeing them. Once our eye is caught
by something interesting, we can snap &
go on OR take a minute & wonder about
the best way to capture what made us
stop in the first place. Maybe it's about
the framing, maybe it's about the angle,
maybe it's about taking a step away or
closer to the subject. In any case, moving
around the subject will train your "eye" to
see what's around you in a different way.
Wednesday 28th, July
Starting off at Karaköy Pier. The group
continued onto the Galata Bridge walking
both
sides
half
way,
seeing
the
fishermen, fishing boats as well as Eminönü
as backgrounds. Then onto Karaköy (Golden
Horn side) to its fish markets, backstreets and
to an old han. The walk led further by the
Golden Horn to the Haliç Metro station
bridge which has the Süleymaniye mosque
and Galata bridge as backgrounds.
Wednesday 11th, August
This time the group took a vapur under
Galata bridge to the Golden Horn stopping
at Balat Pier. Then they walked the unique
neighborhood to find many interesting things
to photograph & with the guidance of
Noemie, found the best way to capture
them.

What did you think?
"The IWI photo walk with Noemie Deveaux was
an extremely enjoyable and informative
experience for this very amateur photographer.
The purpose of the walk was not to give
technical advice on taking photographs but
rather to open our eyes to ways of seeing what
would make a good or interesting image looking at structures and shadows, colour and
reflections, framing and points of interest. Our
walk
encompassed both the fascinating
backdrop and skyline of the city and its hidden
corners too. I learnt so much as Noemie shared
her passion for photography in a very generous
and open spirit. I enjoyed the walk immensely when is the next one please! " Samantha Morris
"Noemie,
our
photographer/leader
creates
a
suitable
atmosphere, focuses our
attention
on
the
important parts of the
tour, at the same time
she suggests looking for
an unconventional point
of view to obtain more
artistic and personal
results in our photos."
Thanks to my
photography work in
Istanbul, you can own
not only a wall art, but
also a tribute to the
uniqueness of this
vibrant city.
www.throughmylens.art
Family photography
http://www.noemiedeveaux.com

Discovering
Discovering The
The
"Murals
"Murals &
& Markets"
Markets"
Of
Of The
The Asian
Asian Side.
Side.
Friday 27th, August
Another in a series of 'Lesser Known Istanbul'
walks with Monica Fritz
We join Monica
on another wonderful
morning walk through Kadikoy "on the other
side of the tracks", without the hoards, into
it's colorful fish market and through it's
quaint backstreets. Then over to the 'other
side of the tracks'. Entering into a different
atmosphere, a more 'artsy' neighborhood
with
amazing
murals
painted
by
International artists. Continuing further up to
trendy Yeldegirmen, the Syrian artists cafe
and some fine examples of Istanbul's first
apartment buildings. Those who wanted to,
stopped for an optional lunch or coffee at
the popular eatery, Kuff.
www.alternativecitytours.com

THIS MONTH
Please check out your NM WhatsApp group to find
out when your next coffee catch up is.
For more information on IWI PROGRAMS and
to book your place, please go to the
EVENTS section of our website*
*Check back regularly for updates

Also, keep an eye on the Bulletin Group.

www.iwistanbul.org

A L L PA RT I C I PA N T S A R E R E Q U I R E D TO B E VAC C I N AT E D

Wednesday 1, September 2021
Enjoy another opportunity to work on your skills,
or just enjoy the views, on this photography walk
with Noémie Deveaux from Karaköy to Haliç
10:30-12:30 a.m.
120tl for members
130tl for non-members
(Minimum 5 / Maximum 10 participants)

Tuesday 7, September 2021
A leisure walk to Kuzguncuk with Monica Fritz,
where we will stroll the main street, enjoy browsing
small jewellery ateliers, art galleries, curiosity
shops, artisan bakeries…plus the option to enjoy a
lunch after the walk.

www.alternativecitytours.com
Time: 09:30 - 12:30
120TL Members
130TL Guests
Minimum: 5 Maximum 10

Thursday 9, September 2021
Free a leisure walk with Maria K.
Can you guess where?
Here's a little clue: European Side of the City The pictures might help you.
Stay tuned, more details to follow.

Tuesday 14, September 2021
Irem @ Dot design Studio
will host a one day ceramic workshop
Participants will make evil eye
wall decorations or plates.
10:30-12:30 a.m.
200 tl for members
220tl for non-members

Thursday, 16 September 2021
Join Monica Fritz for a special insider's view
into ARTS & RELIGION as we visit places
not usually open to the public.
www.alternativecitytours.com
09:30 - 12:30
120TL for Members
130TL Guests
Minimum: 5 Maximum 10

Saturday 25, September 2021
Mavii's Flavours of India Cooking Workshop
-Delicous Butter Chicken
-Pure Basmati Rice With Star Anise
-Bombay Street Food - Batata Vada.
Location; Casa Maravita, Tarabya
12.00-14,00.
175tl (includes lunch)

Every Friday 12.00-15.00
Members, newcomers, kids & friends are all welcome. This is a great
opportunity to visit the Asian side & meet other members. Enjoy the
garden the wonderful view & the fresh air
Istanbul Sailing Club (Istanbul Yelken Kulubu) Fenerbahçe Burnu,
Tur Yolu Sk. Kalamis / Kadıköy

BACK
TO
SCHOOL
E D U C AT I O N A L R E F R E S H E R T I P S
By Nick Cullen Co-owner of Tirtil Kids www.tirtilkids.com (Sept/Oct Lale 2010)
According to specialists in the field of education most children lose some
knowledge and skills over the summer holiday period. I read recently that it is not
uncommon for teachers to spend upwards of four to six weeks at the start of the
new school year re-teaching material that pupils had forgotten over lengthy term
breaks. Math calculation skills show the greatest decline but comprehension
capability is also likely to deteriorate.
Assisting your child to maintain (or even enhance) his or her reading and math skills over
the summer months and particularly in the weeks leading up to the start of term is
essential to continued learning and development. As part of our focus on childhood
literacy and education, the Tirtil Kids team provides below some simple tips for parents to
smooth the transition for your child from Summer fun back into the classroom:• Visit a bookshop or library each week
with your budding bookworm to brush up
on reading, vocabulary and punctuation
skills. To ensure kids enjoy the experience
let your child select a book (within a preagreed price range to avoid instore
dramas!) that they find of interest. After
all you want to be sure your child will read
it cover to cover once you are home. Do
check however to make sure that the book
is of a suitable level or ask the shop
assistant if you are not sure. A book that is
too hard can be frustrating. A book that’s
too easy will be boring. But a book that’s
“just right” helps kids have fun reading and
encourages learning.

Photo
@fit_and_gourmet

• When selecting books, keep in mind that
reading is not only about storybooks and
novels. Hobby, sports and comic books can
be just as beneficial. The important thing is
to maintain the young reader’s attention by
tapping into his/her interests.
• If you are planning a trip to a museum
or art gallery why not purchase a child
friendly book about world famous artists or
sculptors. The visit will be so much more
interesting and fulfilling for all of the family
if your child has the opportunity to learn
some facts in advance about the featured
artist or exhibit.
• Reading doesn’t have to be a solitary
event. It can and should sometimes be
interactive. Mom and dad, take the time to
read with your kids whatever their age may
be. Each family member can take it in turn
to read a page aloud. At the end of each
chapter take some time to discuss the
storyline (for instance what do you think
will happen next, discuss the characters,

what would you have done if put in the
same situation, etc). This will encourage
young readers to focus on the book content
and provide a fun family bonding session.
• Reading theatre script titles is also
great fun for younger children and enables
them to hone their reading and role-play
skills. Invite some of your child’s friends over
and each can read a character part in
these well known story lines. Some of these
series even come with masks to encourage
the kids to “get into” the role. Each
character’s spoken lines are color coded to
facilitate the reader knowing when to
speak. Unknown to the kids the character
text in each book is also graded according
to difficulty so you can allocate roles (if
required) according to reading ability.
• Educational workbooks and question
and answer (Q&A) box sets are great
aides to brush up youngster’s classroom
skills. Select
workbooks that have a colorful and
appealing layout and format so kids are
more likely to be attracted to them.
Younger children like to earn stars or merit
stickers for exercises successfully completed.
• The fun Q&A format taps directly into
the pleasure youngsters derive from
proving what they know and learning what
they don’t. Also the portability of Q&A box
sets ensure they are the perfect travel
companion and can be played in pairs
(with a parent or a sibling) or larger
groups. Whether at home over breakfast, in
the car or while standing in line at the
supermarket, the Q&A format engages
kids academically

• Internet and video games so often
these days transfix older children. Multiplatform titles (books that are internet
linked) bridge
the gap between reading and gaming and
are particularly useful for reluctant teenage
readers.
• Practice math skills when visiting the
supermarket with mom and dad. Have
your child compare prices to determine the
best deals and estimate the total cost as
you shop.
• Kids can practice their addition in
restaurants by writing down the cost of all
the dishes ordered on a paper napkin and
seeing if the final figure matches the
invoice.
• When taking a car journey ask your
child to calculate the distance remaining
and estimate the time it will take to get to
your destination based on your speed and
how far you still have to travel.
Summer can present wonderful and varied
learning opportunities and experiences for
children. So in the final
weeks before school
reconvenes why not spend
some time with your
children “brushing up” t
heir English and math
skills. Good luck and
please remember that
children learn best when
they are having fun!
The Tirtil Kids specialist, multilanguage bookshop stocks a
wide range of education
books for children of all ages
and grades. www.tirtilkids.com

SO MUCH TO SEE

In The Hipster
Neighbourhood,

BALAT

By: Sandra Berker
Thanks to a proposal
by
professional
photographer
Noemie
Deveaux aimed
at
those
who want to
take
photographs of cultural places
in Istanbul while at the same time
acquiring knowledge about photography,
neighbourhood on Wednesday 11th August.

we

visited

the

Balat

The visit begins at the port of Karakoy at 9:30AM; we
cross the Golden Horn by boat as the Galata Tower
recedes; someone buys cookies and throws them in
the air to attract seagulls. We pass under the Galata
Bridge and then turn towards Balat. On the boat we
move from one side to the other to capture the
beauty of the two shores, the sea, the moving
boats,
the structures
of
the
bridges,
the Bulgarian Iron Church, and then the red
building the Orthodox Patriarchate.
Noemie focuses our attention on the important parts,
at the same time she suggests looking for an
unconventional point of view to obtain more artistic
and personal results in our photos.
A piece of Byzantine wall next to the calm waters of
the Golden Horn opens the way way as we reach
the hipster neighbourhood of Balat; traditionally it
was inhabited by Jews, until in 1950 the majority
emigrated to Israel and the place went into decline.
Today its wooden Ottoman houses are being restored
thanks to a Unesco project, some becoming boutique

or modern cafes.
Contrasts, in which art galleries and antique shops are
mixed with colored facades, grocers, barber shops, coworking places. A synagogue reminds us of its Jewish
spirit, that brought the Jews expelled from Spain in the
15th century.
We passed decaying buildings that consisted of houses
above and workshops below, a candy shop on
Leblebiciler street, bread ovens with cookies, colorful
alleys where getting lost in the streets is the best thing
to do. And you can't stop taking photos and being
seduced, either by reflections of mirrors, the crazy mix
of colors, and play with different perspectives.
What attracts you more: a stray cat like Maureen, or a
junk shop in whose window Samantha has seen an
English cart like the one her mother used to serve
cocktails, a hamam (still used by local people), squares,
the alleys, an old pharmacy, a window with a girl or
mysterious woman behind the curtain, maybe some
children playing with toy guns in the street, colored
stairs, street art, murals, shop windows, cafes or local
workers: a postman, a scrap dealer..?
Our walk ends at the Dimitri
Candemir coffee museum with fresh
lemonade or Turkish coffee as we get
to know each other a little more, like
Australian writer Jane Gundogan
author of 'Salep and Ginger', and
Noemie who is expecting her baby
soon.
Tourists are invading this quiet and
conservative
area
of
Istanbul.
Although not yet to the same extent
as places like Sultanahmet.
For those who like to explore less
crowded areas, it is worth the effort
made.
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Love Being a
Part of IWI

We asked a few members what
they think of being a part of
the International Women of
Istanbul and here's they said...
Early memories from an
Honorary Member:
Although l was one of the
first members of lWl
when it was first set up, l
wasn't on the committee
or any official role. lt was
so long ago l don't
remember the year. Only
that members met once a
month in a flat in
Harbiye. There we pre
arranged activities or
lectures,
each
time
arranged by a member
who was knowledgeable
on the subject, eg.
First
Aid l think early
days mostly Brits and
American
not
many
others.
All this happened when l
was in my 40s l think and
as l am now 88 you will
realise it was some time
ago.

From
Mor
group
member Verena RingeBelik :
A good friend of mine,
asked me several years
ago if I would like to
write for the IWI Lale
magazine. The idea was,
that I liked writing anway
and
the
magazine
needed stories.
So I wrote a piece about
Girne/Cyprus and was
asked for more. Several
issues later, I was told by
the editor that it was

time to become a
member. I have been a
member ever since and
don't regret it.
My IWI acquaintanceship
with all you lovely ladies
from across the world,
who bring so much to our
meetings with new ideas,
impulses and knowledge
of other life-styles, has
broadened my world
enormously, and I also
was able to meet new
friends.

From
our
Board
Member Yasemin Kunze
Concewitz:
I joined the IWI in 1989
and the first event I
attended was a 'fashion
show' where my husband
and a dear friend
modeled some men's
fashion - to raise funds
for a charity project!
Since then I have enjoyed
different Board positions
where I met one my best
friends, shared lots of
laughter, triumphs and
frustrations with dear
friends from all over the
world, worked on many
projects and helped out
on
countless
Winter
Festivals
where
the
money raised went to
projects to help local
women and children! The
IWI is a strong and
welcoming organization
made up of efficient and
bright women who not
only dedicate their time
to organize diverse events
for women to bring them
together but also are
able to help others in
need; could not ask for a
better combination.

From our Social Media
Lead:
My name is Maria,
German of origin, and I
have been a member of
another
international
women’s association for
more than a decade.
When I came to Istanbul
about two years ago, I
wanted
to
continue
volunteering for a local
association too. I thought
the best way to get to
know the structures is to
join the board and its
meetings. The position for
Social Media was open
and
I
decided
to
participate and take over
that part. Social Media,
next to the web page, is
a very important access
to our members as well
as followers around the
world and I am happy to
contribute to IWI by
managing our account.

From your Magazine
Editor, Lisa Slatter:
I've lived in Istanbul for
over 10 years, but only
joined IWI after quitting
my teaching job 3 years
ago to start my own
business.
I thought it
would
be
a
good
opportunity to make
some
new
friends
(especially some that live
closer to me). What a
great decision, because
I’ve since met so many
wonderful women, and
feel like some, I will
definitely be keeping in
touch with long after we
all scatter across the
globe again!
Shortly after joining, I
upgraded to Business
Membership which has
been
so
empowering,
meeting
other businesswomen and
attending many useful
workshops.
Now I work on this
magazine, for YOU and I
love it! The narcissist in
me thrives on hearing
good feedback, but I also
enjoy comments and
suggestions on how to
improve it, and your IWI
experience.

FROM SUMMER TO SCHOOL:

Tips For Back To School

It's hard to believe that the summer is almost over and a new school
year is upon us. The upcoming academic year can create a mixed bag
of physical and emotional challenges including getting back into a
routine, fears about academic success, social concerns; dealing with
bullying and fitting in with peers.
Here are some tips to help with
the transition from Summer to
school;
Get back into a set routine
It is important to allow the body
time to adjust by adopting
appropriate sleep habits at least
one week prior to the start of
school. Allocating age-appropriate
bed times is vital to allow the body
to gain the rest it needs. Don't
forget being rested improves the
mood, memory and performance
Speak to you child
Discuss your child's expectations for
the academic year.

Remind your child that not
everyone can be at the top ofthe
class and help them set SMART
(Specific, Measurable,Achievable,
Realistic, Time-Based) goals to
avoid
disappointment.
Listen
attentively and address any social
concerns they have. Empathize
with your child and suggest
positive productive behaviors to
help manage situations.
Foster/ encourage independence
As your child grows allow them to
take
on
age-appropriate
responsibility
to
foster
independence.

In the younger years this may
include allowing them to set out
their uniform, pack their school bag
and prepare their snacks. For older
students
this
may
include
scheduling of appropriate time and
resources
for
homework,
assignments and free time to
achieve the SMART goals set.
Your transition
Once you have dropped off the
kids it is also important to schedule
in some much-needed rest and
relaxation or pampering time for
yourself. A massage, manicure or
pedicure or lunch with friends is a
great way to start the school year!
Don't forget to treat yourself, after
a long summer you have earned it!

Julia Ozdemir
MPsych (Clinical),
BSc(Hons-psych),
BA(Psych)

Julia is a specialist clinical
psychologist
with
years
of
experience in both hospital and
private practice mental health
facilities. She received a Master in
Clinical Psychology from the
University of Western Sydney, an
honours degree in Psychology from
Sydney
University
and
a
psychology degree from the
University of Sydney.
A native English speaker she
moved to Istanbul from Sydney,
Australia where she ran her own
large clinical practice. She now
accepts clients at her Kalamış
practice IstPsychology.
For more information, or to
make an appointment
call 0553 167 6444
Follow @istpsych

From Women For Women

ANNUAL MEMBER BENEFITS

CLASSIC MEMBERS

• The opportunity to network with other IWI Members at regular monthly gatherings
and meetings
• 1 free advertisement on IWI Social Media (Insta),
• 10% discount for advertisement in IWI Lifestyle member,
• The opportunity to attend exclusive IWI programs,
• The opportunity to attend exclusive IWI events,
• The opportunity to attend exclusive IWI workshops,
• The opportunity to join the Moms and Kids Group,
• Use of information sources provided by IWI,
• Use of discounts offered by our IWI partners,
• The opportunity to create and host programs and workshops for other IWI
members, through IWI resources,
• Access to the IWI Directory,
• Join exclusive IWI Neighbourhood Communities on WhatsApp
• Received regular updates on events and programs via members only Bulletin
whatsapp group
• Showcase your writing talents by contributing to the IWI Lifestyle Magazine,
• The opportunity to become an IWI Board Member.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HONORARY MEMBERS

The opportunity to maintain your IWI membership without annual fee,
The opportunity to network with other IWI members at regular monthly meetings,
The opportunity to attend exclusive IWI programs,
The opportunity to attend exclusive IWI events,
The opportunity to attend exclusive IWI workshops,
Use of information sources provided by IWI,
Access to IWI Directory,
Join IWI Neighbourhood Communities,
Showcase your writing talents by contributing to the IWI Lifestyle Magazine,
The opportunity to become an IWI Board Member

BUSINESS MEMBERS

• The opportunity to become part of an exclusive group,
• The opportunity to attend & participate in monthly business development and
networking meetings with other IWI Business Members.
• 2 free advertisements on IWI social media (Instagram),
• 2 free advertisements in the IWI Lifestyle Magazine,
• The opportunity of using IWI Venues to host workshops to present owned products
/ services, once / year,
• Posting informative & interactive content on IWI Social Media, once / year,
• To be listed in the IWI Lifestyle Magazine Directory,
• To be listed on the IWI Website Directory,
• Join exclusive business members WhatsApp group
• All benefits of Classic Membership.

30

Advertisements &
Business Member
DIRECTORY
Please note:
The content of these
advertisements are not
endorsed by IWI. They also
do not constitute legal advice
and are provided for general
information purposes only.
IWI does not accept
responsibility for any of
the services rendered by any
of these advertisements.
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PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE
Pregnant Massage, Cellulite Massage,
Full Body Massage, Osho Rebalancing
Hatice YILDIRIM +90 532 260 41 18

TOUCH/CLICK on the name to go directly to the website
or social media account
Barbera Hotel

Boutique hotel

Aydos Tarim

Produce & Export & Import Plant
Fertilizers and Seeds

Kelen

African Art event Manager

Anne Nature

Organic Certified Skin Care Products

Rachel Smith-Bahadir:
Balancing Life Yoga

Specialty Yoga for Adults, Kids and
Teacher Trainings

The Apricot Bakery
+90 538 860 90 19

Packaged holiday treats

Artevis

Training, Consulting and Coaching services

Bright Future Leaders

Executive Life Coaching

Maika Endo Caoching

Business Coach for wellness entrepreneurs,
impact driven entrepreneurs & coaches

MixStrategy Marketing

Empowerment
coaching, marketing

Tara Lutman Agacayak
Coaching and Consulting

Coach

TOUCH/CLICK on the name to go directly to the website
or social media account

Espresso Perfetto

Coffee machines & grinders.Freshly
roasted coffee beans. Coffeeshop.
Onlineshop

Leali Caffe Gelato

Coffee & Icecream shop

Anjana Bhardwaj Art

Wooden home decorations

GRENADE & LOKUM

Carpets, kilims, rugs and
handmade and exclusive goods
from Turkish local artist

Handwritten By Lisa

Calligraphy & hand lettering;
Cards, gifts, stationery

Kinuceramics

Handmade, handcrafted, wheeelthrown, hand-painted ceramics

Living Traditions

Handmade Olive Wood Products

Noverra

Murano Glass

Casa Maravita

International Family & Children's
Center

Dot Design Studio

Ceramics, creative workshops

Frédérique Kıran French
teacher+90 0535 215 2477

French language native teacher
5 2477

TOUCH/CLICK on the name to go directly to the website
or social media account

Chrissy Güleç Style

Personal style, color & image
consulting, wardrobe editing,
personal shopping. Etiquette
courses for adults & youth.

Shaira1885

Hand woven Indian fabrics. Linen,
silk, cotton, Tibetan brocades &
more

UMBIstore

Premium Phone Straps, Accessories
& other products

Mavii's

Indian cuisine, on-call chef,
catering for special occasions,
accept orders

RASHA's Kitchen

Labanese Cuisine and Pastries
(catering up to 30 people & cakes)

Taco & Tortilla

Tacos & Tortillas healthy fast food,
dine in (indoor/outdoor), to go &
delivery in Besiktas

Galeri Santim

Jewellery

Kinuaccessories

Porcelain hand-sculpted, painted &
glazed jewelry

Lilyniko

Jewellery

PEGAH Jewellery

Jewellery

TOUCH/CLICK on the name to go directly to the website
or social media account

SUMO creativity

Copywriting services for impactdriven businesses

ISTANBUL CREATIVE
ARTS THERAPY
INSTITUTE

Creative Arts Therapy

Noemie Deveaux
Photography

Family photographer, Business
portraits creator, photography

"Ëquinox Psychiatry and
Therapy",
Katerina Tenezou Clinical
Psychologist

Mental- Psychological
Assessment, prescription of
medication & Psychotherapy in
English

Next Issue
Autumn/Fall
Autumn/Fall
&
& Halloween
Halloween

Available on 1st October
If you would like to contribute,
please email
MAGAZINE@IWISTANBUL.ORG
by 10th September

